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About This Game

VR The Diner Duo is a local multiplayer game for the HTC Vive where you need to communicate to manage a diner together.
The game is fully playable in both singleplayer and multiplayer.

Features:

- Asymmetrical multiplayer
- Full single- and multiplayer mode
- >30 Levels of increasing difficulty

- Unlockable hats and other cosmetic customization
- Endless mode with local highscore

- 14 different recipes to master + randomized orders
- Fully adjustable kitchen for all sizes and heights

- Kid mode
- Winter and Bakery modes

About:

The chef plays in VR and cooks the food while the waiter is played on the same computer the VR-headset is connected to.
The waiter takes orders from customers, serves them drinks and keeps the customers happy while they're waiting for their food.

The waiter is played with a keyboard and mouse or a gamepad.
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Your goal as a chef is to cook the food your customers want, in a limited amount of time. You snooze - you lose!

You are able to customize your character, both chef and waiter.
The more you play, the more customization options you will unlock.

Rewards are waiting for the top chefs!
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Stay away from this pile of crap, devs took the money and ran. had hope, now I just hope they get hit by a bus for karma. This
game has recently became available on Steam again... So I bought it right off the bat.

Otherwise, I had the differently named, but exactly the same game: Anno 1404 and Venice.

Let me tell you, I have put probably put as much time into this game as Anno 2070 on my profile--over 300 hours. Anno 1404
(which is what I'll call it) is a fantastic game and I slightly prefer it over Anno 2070. Anno 1404 is simply beautiful and you get
drawn into it easily. You get to craft your empire and your production chains and keep people happy. Getting to the point of
building the Imperial Cathedral is fantastic as well. It is a beautiful crowing achievement for the time you spent in the game.
The screenshots you can take of the world and what you build are simply beautiful as well.

Playing it with a few friends is fun too. However, Anno 2070 is better for that in the end. Though make no mistake, they are
very similar games... just set in a different time period. Anno 2070 will have a few more challenges, and funner enemies to
square off against (Keto and Strindburg). Though, Anno 1404 has much larger maps, which is what 2070 needs. After a while,
2070 feels quite small when you get fast ships and air vehicles.

Regardless, having both Anno 1404 and 2070 in your library, if you love these type of games, is simply great as they are great
games! We can only hope Ubisoft and BlueByte make the next Anno game just as great!

I fully endorse this game to anyone who likes games of this genre!. This game is a typical bridge simulator, but its a bit sloppy.

Two main issues:
1. Draw bridges are goofy and have a lot of weird oddities. They snap open or closed to surrounding roadways, which is just
dumb.
2. You have to progress through the bridges one at a time. Don't like a scenario? Too bad, you can try another bridge until you
beat the one you're on.

Graphics are ok, controls are ok, but overall, just feels sloppy.. The game has a lot of potential - if a little thought would be put
in to it - at the moment it is very boring.
* For instance - Why collect mushrooms to simply cast them at the ghosts? Why not rather have them appear randomly at the
start of the game and the player has to collect them to move on (a maze style game), or something like that.
*The spellcasting is really dull and plain - difficult to work with too. Rather devise a FPS/RPG-style approach and add a
spellbook and maybe staffs and/or wands. Add different elements maybe and categorize the spells there under. Along with the
spells requirements and energy/mana usage,
*Lastly all the ghosts look the same, move the same speed, and pretty much attack in the same way... This makes the game
become very repetitive, very soon! It also makes the wave/round speed incredibly long, especially in such a huge environment.
Give the ghost and or maybe even other types of enemies a bit more charateristics.

*** Other than that I like the graphics, and the gameplay as well as the environment (could use a little more upbeat theme music
and more variety of theme songs, just to up the pace of the game as well), the game really has potential...

Just a few thoughts on what I would like to see in an update, then I would gladly recommend it and be happy that I paid for it..
Super cute game, great writing and art design. I totally love small weird indie games like this, it's refreshing to have a game I can
complete in under an hour. After playing this I checked out Grace Bruxner's other games on Itch.io and loved them. Hope a
sequel gets made, I'm dying for more Frog Detective adventures!. This is an awsome game. I love the whole thing, but there are
TONS of bugs in it. So yes it is fun if you can overlook some bug I would always recommend this game.
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'Alien Robot Monsters' is not just a tower defense game. It is the most diffucult tower defense game ever. I doubt that there will
ever be a harder tower defense game than 'Alien Robot Monsters'.

In principle the game is fun and comes with the typical addiction tower defense games offer. Graphics are fine and the music is
very good. Towers and enmies are interesting. And although I really like tower defense games 'Alien Robot Monsters' was a
rather painful experience.

The problem with this game is that it only allows one solution. You have to play maps again and again and again to find out
which setup works. IMO that's not how a tower defense game should work. If you look at 'Defense Grid' you can use tons of
different approaches to beat maps. 'Defense Grid' does not let you down. It allows you to experiment and reach your goal with
different strategies. This is not the case for 'Alien Robot Monsters'. There is only one way and you have to find it in order to
collect three stars on a map. It's like a racing game with 200 different cars but all players select the same car because it's the
only car that allows you to compete with other players. Try 'The Crew' to find out more.

I consider a game a good game if it's fun. 'Alien Robot Monsters' caused me far too much frustration to recommend the game.
Since I do not want other players, especially not friends of mine, to go through the same painful experience, I can not
recommend the game. There are very many other tower defense games available that simply do better than 'Alien Robot
Monsters'. But if you feel like Superman or like playing single maps for hours again and again, go ahead and try. You have been
warned.. DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!. This game is terrible and amazing at the same time. Think Mario Kart, but with mostly real
people, on tracks inspired by real race tracks and you've got an inkling of what this game is like. There are, of course, some of
the same basic power ups that will help you or hurt your opponents. Characters do all sorts of silly things, especially when you
win a series. You can customize a little bit of your car. Really, it's a wonderful game, but for some reason it makes you think it's
terrible while you're having so much fun. I just can't explain it.. It's Good, although there's not too much to do at this time in the
early access, it seems like you can fly around a mining barge in a mech suit, and mine rock and ice asteroids.

The learning curve is kinda difficult, the tutorial only showed once an then didn't go back on...Although once I got the hang of
the controls, it was fun and intuitive.

Seems like there is lots of depth and details, just there is lots of bugs, I was able to escape the jail and fall through the barge.
There is also a mesh missing when I landed on the landing pad.

There should be more asteroids, it would be nice to have an asteroid belt with many more sizes, and some mixed with both rocks
and ice.

When I bought the Hava for 300CR, nothing seemed to happen, how do I get the parts and materials for Ferris to craft new
tools?

 Also the player should be able to recover lost cargo once they die, losing all my cargo was frustrating.

The characters look really shiny and smooth, almost like plastic.

Overall, pretty cool and interesting game, I would recommend it, even though it's early access, because we can still help the
developer find bugs and make suggestions on how the game will turn out.

. A pleasant small point-and-click game, not very hard. A couple clever ideas, and a couple unfortunately obtuse ideas, but still
not hard. I love the music and the environments. I feel like I could spend hours just listening to a tape repeat.. Combat on a
Monday Night.. Wasn't bad. I just wish it had more scare to it.. If you really want to build a quick civilization once in a while,
this is the game for you. Simmiland has very basic card mechanics to progress humankind through which sims gain ways to
discover new technologies, gain intelligence and build their nation.
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